LEARNING HAPPENS EVERYWHERE. ESSAY IS PREPARED AND READY TO PERFORM IN ANY SITUATION.
Distinct chevron patterns can be found throughout Essay’s features. Easily hang a backpack on the chevron-shaped back and feel comfortable that it won’t end up on the floor. Chevron back cutouts provide ventilation and the tray base’s chevron design allows for personal belongings to be pulled close for easy access while keeping aislesways clean. Essay allows users to actively engage in a group setting, or circle up in a teaching environment.
ESSAY IS MORE THAN A STUDENT CHAIR, IT’S A LEARNING CHAIR.

Roll from one task to the next, from one thought to another. Essay’s simple, yet highly functional design accommodates corporate settings as well as student spaces. At home in any space that promotes learning, sharing, and growing, Essay is always one step ahead. Accommodate varied height worksurfaces easily with Essay’s adjustable height stools. Add an optional upholstered seat cushion to any Essay model for extra comfort. Make work a breeze with Essay’s mobile stools while addressing personal preferences within workspaces.